Abstract-A Reversible, Positive Feedback Adiabatic Logic Circuit is presented, which by implementing the universal Toffoli Gate demonstrates that reversible logic circuits can be created and implemented using this adiabatic logic family. When compared to circuits with similar circuit structures that do not incorporate complete recovery logic, the use of reversible structures shows a reduction in energy losses by a mean of just under 63%.
I. INTRODUCTION
A significant proportion of recent research into charge recovery logic has focused upon implementing or using irreversible, quasi-adiabatic logic families. These various quasi-adiabatic logic families are already capable of operating with power dissipations that are substantially less than the well-known result for static CMOS logic (1) . Instead, they operate with power dissipations related to the threshold voltage of the devices used to implement the circuit, rather than the supply voltage. However, as will be shown in this work, by creating a complete recovery path and through the use of reversible logic, it is possible to reduce this power consumption further still.
Where the power (P) is proportional to the operating frequency (f), the capacitive load (C L ) and the square of the Voltage (V DD ). This paper presents the results obtained from comparisons of simulations of a single Toffoli Gate circuit embedded in the middle of a buffer pipeline. An implementation in the more common quasi-adiabatic logic style was compared against an identical implementation, modified by the inclusion of complete recovery paths, to produce a fully reversible adiabatic logic family.
II. ADIABATIC AND QUASI-ADIABATIC LOGIC
In the last decade of the twentieth century, a substantial number of adiabatic and quasi-adiabatic logic families were proposed. Some of the first of these families used diodes [1] and had inherent non-adiabatic losses, these will not be considered further. Early diode-less quasi-adiabatic logic families like Efficient Charge Recovery Logic (ECRL) [2] (also known as 2n-2p [3] ) and 2n-2n2p [3] achieved recovery of the power-supply clock down to the threshold voltage of their pMOS devices. Further proposals like Energy Efficient Logic (EEL) [4] extended this concept by allowing full recovery through the use of extra nMOS devices, but unfortunately this necessitated the use of additional external pulse generating logic. Finally, with creation of Positive Feedback Adiabatic Logic (PFAL) [5] , a viable reversible adiabatic logic family was introduced. However, further publications of designs using this family [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] do not appear to have considered or explored the full potential of this reversibility. Another work that also suggested the incorporation of a complete recovery was the proposal of the Efficient Adiabatic Charge-Recovery Logic (EACRL) [11] . In the description of this logic style, it was suggested that recovery could only be achieved if the subsequent logic stage was dependent only upon the current gate, which is now shown to be an excessive restriction.
The above families, and several others not explicitly mentioned in this paper are all loosely based upon Differential Cascode Voltage Switch Logic (DCVSL) [12] . However, there are other styles of adiabatic logic that are not based upon DCVSL. Another style of adiabatic, reversible logic has been previously demonstrated [13] . However, this was based upon Reversible Energy Recovery Logic (RERL) [14] , and as such, requires six-or eight-phase clocking. The proposed style in this paper utilizes only four-phase clocking, which makes the energy recovery structures easier to implement, and can also means such systems could be viably implemented using Asynchrobatic logic [15] [16] techniques.
III. POSITIVE FEEDBACK ADIABATIC LOGIC
Like many adiabatic logic families, PFAL is a dual-rail logic family based upon a pair of cross-coupled inverters that are supplied using a power-clock, rather than a static DC power-supply. The configuration of the evaluation logic is what makes PFAL an ideal family to implement fully reversible logic. This logic is constructed from nMOS devices attached between the power-clock and the outputs. These nMOS devices take complementary inputs and are constructed to produce a low-resistance path between the power-clock and the asserted output. The non-asserted output should be left with a high-impedance path to powerclock, and will be pulled low by the cross-coupled n-type devices. This means that the function is evaluated when there is sufficient differential between the two outputs, but far more importantly means that by using reverse-flowing data, the outputs can be more completely recovered. This should allow losses to be reduced to leakage. The design of logic functions for all dual-rail adiabatic logic families can be achieved by using the same procedures that may be used for DCVSL. These methods are either a Quine-McClusky style [17] or one based upon Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDD) [18] [19] , or extensions thereto. A reversible buffer implemented using PFAL is shown in Fig.  1 . During the preceding phase of the power-clock, one of the complementary inputs, "A_L" or "A_H" is asserted. The power-clock V PC is then ramped up, causing the function to evaluate, and be presented on outputs "Z_L" and "Z_H". The recovery path is then evaluated on "P_L" and "P_H", and complete recovery can occur through these devices as the power-clock is ramped back down. It can be seen that without the recovery path facilitated by "P_L" and "P_H", that recovery would only be possible down to the threshold voltage of the cross-coupled pMOS devices. This is because when the outputs of the current stage go into recovery, the drive onto the forward inputs will have already been recovered, resulting in both paths being in a high-impedance state. 
IV. REVERSIBLE COMPUTATION
Following considerable work after the proposal of "Maxwell's Daemon" [20] . It has been shown that energy dissipation during computation is caused not by the act of processing information, but by the loss of information when it is erased [21] . The consequence of this is that in an ideal situation, if information is processed in a reversible fashion and arbitrarily slowly, then this processing can occur using as little energy as is required. In reality, there will be some loses, which in this case will be due to electrical resistance.
For logic to be reversible, information must not be erased. This means that common functions like "AND" and "OR" cannot be directly implemented because with multiple inputs being reduced to a single output, there is clearly a loss of information. The common logic function with the most potential for reversibility is "XOR", although "XNOR" would be equally good. The relationship shown in (2) means that by preserving input A (or input B) as well as the result of A XOR B, a fully reversible system of gates can be created. This is known as the Feynman Gate and also as a Controlled-NOT (CN) gate. P = A, Q = A ⊕ B; A = P, B = P ⊕ Q;
Unfortunately, the Feynman Gate is not a universal gate because on its own it cannot be used to create every possible logic function. However, the Toffoli Gate [22] , which is its three-input variant, and is also known as the ControlledControlled-NOT (CCN), is a universal gate that can be used to implement any reversible function. The relationship shown in (3) details the operation of a Toffoli Gate.
P=A, Q=B, R=(A•B)⊕C; A=P, B=Q, C=(P•Q)⊕R; (3)
There are various other reversible gates [23] , which can be found by performing an appropriate literature search, but since the three-input Toffoli Gate detailed above is universal, these other gates will not be considered within the scope of this paper.
Using the design methodologies mentioned previously in Section III, it is possible to convert the functions described above in (3) into nMOS trees for implementation. The identical functional descriptions of inputs A, B, P and Q simply result in buffers. However, for inputs C and R, which are also identical, the result is an AND-XOR gate. Fig. 2 shows the decision tree used to implement this AND-XOR function. 
V. RESULTS
The Toffoli Gate circuit was implemented as a front-end SPICE netlist using AMIS 0.35μm technology. This was done for both reversible and irreversible PFAL cells, and also for static CMOS. To allow a meaningful comparison, the irreversible design was created by removing the recovery paths from the devices. The design was tested by exercising it through two complete transition sequences. The chosen sequence exercises every possible transition of a three-bit value to another three-bit value, including degenerate cases where no transition occurs. This sequence requires a total of sixty-four transitions. The figures presented represent the arithmetic mean of the current supplied (over the sixty-four different possible transitions) to each pipeline stage leading to and from the Toffoli gate. These circuits were simulated under typical Process, Voltage and Temperature (PVT) conditions {tt, 3.3V, 25°C} using Mentor Graphic's Eldo simulator, with simulations tuned by including the ".OPTION TUNING=ACCURATE" card. The results were automatically calculated using ".EXTRACT" cards to measure the mean current drawn according to (4) . This was performed on the second run-through of the transition sequence to eliminate measurement errors due to start-up.
The simulations used eleven stages, each driven by an ideal voltage-source element. The Toffoli function is evaluated at stage six (highlighted in bold in Tables I & II) . However, for the reversible system, the recovery path will need to compute this function based on the outputs of stage six to recover stage five (highlighted using italics in Tables I  & II) . Therefore, it may be useful to consider reversible gates as existing in between two adjacent power-clock signals. The final stage of the reversible system has its recovery inputs permanently tied to an inactive state. This accounts for its poor performance. It can be seen from the data presented above that, on average, the reversible PFAL Toffoli Gate draws 11.3% of the current drawn by the irreversible PFAL AND-XOR gate, and that the reversible gate draws just 1.5% of the current that would be drawn by a static CMOS AND-XOR gate. The pipeline stage preceding the Toffoli Gate has the worst relative performance, but it must be remembered that for the reversible pipeline, this stage contains the complex recovery tree. If the combined values from the fifth and sixth stages are compared, then the combined saving is 62.9%.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, it has been shown that PFAL has the potential to be used to implement arbitrary reversible logic functions. It has also been shown that by making PFAL fully reversible, considerably reduced power consumption can be obtained. The potential to create reversible pipelines using Asynchrobatic logic has been alluded to and has clear potential for further work. 
